Introduction
The selection criteria we propose are deduced from a recent study in one dimension [Fau05] and may be applied to each one-dimensional coordinate projection of any digital (0, s)-sequence in prime base [Fau82] (or even digital (t, s)-sequence in prime base [Nie92] ).
Among the very general scramblings introduced by A. Owen [Owe95] , simple and widely used scramblings are obtained by S. Tezuka [Tez94] - [Tez95] by multiplying on the left the upper triangular generator matrices by nonsingular lower triangular (NLT) matrices whose entries are randomly chosen in the set of digits {0, 1, . . . , b − 1} identified to F b . For these special scramblings we propose to select subsets of F b of various sizes for the random choice of the entries of the NLT matrices (eventually diagonal).
Basically, these subsets are obtained in the following way:
From our study, the extreme discrepancy and the diaphony of onedimensional sequences generated by nonsingular upper triangular (NUT) matrices are equal to those obtained with the diagonal matrix having the same diagonal.
On the other hand, from our results on generalized van der Corput sequences [CF93] - [Fau81] , we have good estimates for the extreme discrepancy and the diaphony of sequences generated by diagonal matrices (these sequences are special cases of generalized v.d.Corput one's).
Therefore, by computing bounds for the extreme discrepancy and the diaphony of the generalized v.d.Corput sequences with permutations defined by digit multiplication, we obtain a classification of the digits f of F b : the smaller the discrepancy (or diaphony) with the permutation defined by f , the better the multiplicative factor f for a row of the generator matrix of a coordinate of the digital (0, s)-sequence.
After random multiplication of all rows of all generator matrices by good selected factors f , we obtain a scrambled (0, s)-sequence whose one-dimensional coordinate projections have far better discrepancy (or diaphony) than the original one's generated by the powers of the Pascal matrix. For instance with b=367, if we choose f at random in the 183 elements of the subset selected by means of the extreme discrepancy, we get discrepancies about 20 times less for the one-dimensional coordinate sequences (compared to Pascal power generator matrices). Since at present we only have results for one-dimensional sequences generated by NUT matrices, strictly speaking, only left multiplication by diagonal matrices with selected entries gives such gains; but we think the efficiency of random scramblings in many simulation experiments comes from the fact, among others, that they often avoid the use of bad digits like 1 and b − 1; if the randomization by NLT matrices is carried out from a subset of F b selected by our methods, it should perform better since it avoids systematically a subset of worst digits.
Sections 2 and 3 contain basic definitions and Section 4 the exact formulas for the discrepancy D and the diaphony F . The Section 5 is devoted to the classification of the digits by means of two figures of merit for D and F . Finally, some results of computations are given in Section 6 and a conclusion in Section 7.
Discrepancy and Diaphony
Let X = (x n ) n≥1 be an infinite sequence in 
Definition of the extreme discrepancy:
Definition of the L 2 -discrepancy and of the diaphony:
The diaphony F and the L 2 -discrepancy T are related by the formula of Koksma ([KN74] Lemma 2.8)
Note that
for the diaphony could be
that is, according to some authors, the extreme L 2 -discrepancy as opposed to the usual (star) L 2 -discrepancy. 
The digital (0, 1)-sequences in prime base b we consider can be simply described as follows:
being an infinite nonsingular upper triangular (NUT) matrix with entries c k r ∈ F b . From the definitions of the a k (N ) and of C, the summations above are finite.
In brief, we name these sequences NUT digital (0, 1)-sequences. 
finally the function ϕ give rise to other functions, depending only on (b, σ), according to the involved notion of discrepancy as we shall see in the next section.
Exact Formulas, Application
We restrict to D and F , the only measures we need for the sequel, but we have also exact formulas for the star discrepancy and the L 2 -discrepancy.
Results for Generalized van der Corput Sequences
These results come from our preceding studies [CF93] and [Fau81] . Set
Then, for all N ≥ 1, we have
In the series above the end of the summation is geometric, so we have finite sums for a given N (as we shall see in the next corollary).
Results for NUT Digital (0,1)-Sequences
These results come from the article [Fau05] to appear. We recall that we deal only with sequences X C b in prime base b, generated by NUT matrices C. If the generator matrix C is diagonal, we have
with ∆ = (δ r ) r≥0 the sequence of permutations of F b defined by δ r (i) = c r r i : δ r is the multiplication in F b by the diagonal entry c r r . Now, if C is not diagonal, the diagonal entries will still determine the same permutations δ r , but the permutations σ r that will give exact formulas for the star discrepancy and the L 2 -discrepancy and T will be translated permutations, depending on N ≥ 1, of the δ r 's.
On the contrary, for D and F , we have the remarkable property that digital (0,1)-sequences generated by NUT matrices having the same diagonal have the same extreme discrepancy and the same diaphony :
Theorem 1. For all NUT matrices C and all integers N ≥ 1, we have
This corollary is the starting point for the research of bounds and for the study of the asymptotic behaviour of D and F . 
with I the identical permutation and ∆ = (δ r ) the sequence of multiplications by c r r identified with the diagonal matrix ∆ = (c r r ). Remark 1. This corollary applies also to one-dimensional projections of (t, s)-sequences whose generator matrices are NUT and have only the digit 1 on the diagonal.
Estimates and Asymptotic Behaviour
According to Corollary 1, if we want to obtain selection criteria for the entries of the matrix ∆ of Corollary 2, we have to study sums of the type . We gather the necessary material in the two propositions below, the second one needing more development according to the preceding sentence. Proof. These results are scattered in [Fau81] n + β n , we need a further property of the functions ψ due to their convexity (they are maxima of affine functions): With Proposition 1, we are able to classify the multiplicative factors f to be used for the entries of the diagonal matrix ∆ of Corollary 2.
Estimations for the Discrepancy
First, if we consider a NUT digital (0, 1)-sequence generated by a matrix C whose diagonal entries determine the sequence of permutations ∆ = (δ r ) with d To end with D, we recall some formulas we obtained for the van der Corput sequences S I b which give the same discrepancy as sequences generated by NUT matrices having only the digit 1 on the diagonal: especially for large b.
Estimations for the Diaphony F
The functions χ are more difficult to handle than the functions ψ and contrary to the study for D, we only have the first part of Proposition 1 from our study for F [CF93] . So, we give a Lemma before to state Proposition 2.
Proof. The proof is similar to that for ψ ( Moreover the leading term of the trinomial is
, we obtain
Then, we claim the lemma results from the three following properties:
Indeed, from the convexity of G on [kb
and from the bound on its derivative, we get max
3 ≤ max(F + G) and the difference between sum of the maxima and maximum of the sum is at most 5b 3 .
Proposition 2. For any integer n ≥ 1 and any permutation
Remark 3. The interest of writing θ σ b (1) by means of F is that the diaphony is easy to compute via the formula of Koksma and the L 2 -discrepancy. But according to the last inequality, the approximation of γ (1) for some δ, we get 
Computations
In this section, see Tables 1 and 2 
Conclusion
The digital (0, s)-sequences in prime bases b ( [Fau82] ) are generated by powers of Pascal matrices whose diagonal entries are all equal to f = 1. In the same way, consider digital s-dimensional sequences in base 2 : the coordinate projections which are generated by NUT matrices (for instance the Sobol' ones) have the same discrepancy and the same diaphony as the van der Corput sequence corresponding to f = 1: The two classifications we have given show the dramatic bad quality, at least, of f = 1 and b − 1 which correspond to the identical permutation, that is to the classical NUT digital (0, 1)-sequences (Sobol', Faure and as far as we know some of Niederreiter-Xing). Of course, when b = 2 or 3, it's of no importance since 1 and b − 1 are the only nonzero digits, but for sequences in base b > 3, the larger the base, the worse the quality of the sequence with f = 1 or b − 1. This is probably the (main) reason of the relatively bad behaviour of our sequences compared to the scrambled one's (GFaure) for which the random scrambling avoids inevitably the digits 1 and b − 1 rather often.
On the other side, our classifications show that there always exists very good multipliers which give upper bounds still better than the upper bounds for For random scrambling, there is a large choice with many possibilities : select a small set with good bounds or select a large set with more or less loose bounds; but avoiding the worst digits seems a good strategy in any case.
In our eyes, implementations could be performed and tested in at least three situations (in the terminology of J. Matoušek [Mat99] ) : Random linear digit-scrambling, but without additive term, i.e. left multiplication by diagonal matrices with entries (randomly) chosen in a selected set of nonzero multiplicative factors.
Random linear scrambling, but without additive term (from S. Tezuka [Tez94] ), i.e. left multiplication by NLT matrices with entries (randomly) chosen in a selected set of nonzero multiplicative factors, or alternatively including zero in the selected set for the non diagonal entries.
The two preceding one's with an additive term as proposed by J. Matoušek.
Next, more specific scramblings should be considered (see [FT02] and [TF03] ).
Finally, since multiplications are permutations, our selection criteria are applicable to any kind of (random) scramblings for any kind of digital sequences like Halton or Niederreiter one's. In relation with that, we refer to our paper [Fau92] where permutations are constructed and compared to other one's from Braaten and Weller [BW79] : the permutations resulting from our best factors f are better than the Braaten and Weller one's and comparable to our construction for b < 20. It should be interesting to continue the comparison for larger b by computing the permutations and the discrepancy for both constructions of [Fau92] .
